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Trivia Q + A
Shotguns + Clay Target SPORTS
By Mike McGuire
Question:
Who won fifteen gold medals individually or as a team member, in skeet, from 1979 to 1992?
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President’s Column
2016 is off to a flying start. We are seeing range usage increases across the board.
Phase 1 of our new building is complete and we are starting on Phase 2. Thanks to generous
donations from the Practical Division and SMM3G we have installed a first rate audio visual
system that will enhance our ability to use the building for a variety of events. We continue
to promote the sponsor program and are seeing regular donations. Remember, your donations
to this program are tax deductible. So think about helping out your club. Contact to office for
details. Phase 2 includes air conditioning our new building to make it a truly year around
facility. The sooner we raise the funds the sooner this will happen. A big thank you to all
those who have contributed so far. Up to now this fantastic facility has been used for our
annual meeting, two swap meets, and hosted the vendor row for the Desert Classic. Everyone
has been very impressed with the potential for holding numerous future events here.
Our club continues to grow and our staff and volunteers continue to step up and keep
things running smoothly. Thanks to everyone for their contribution to our club. See you on
the range.
Terry Abbott
President@RSSCaz.com

***********************************************

FROM THE MAIN RANGE
The Waiver of Liability that non-members sign when using the ranges includes a line
for the signature of a parent of legal guardian when the guest or non-member is a minor.
When you bring a minor onto the range, you must have a waiver for the minor signed by a
parent or legal guardian.
Grandparents, be aware, the parent or legal guardian must sign. Legal guardians all
carry identification for themselves as true legal guardians to allow them to authorize medical
assistance for the minor. If you are the legal guardian, be sure to get this identification for the
benefit of the minor and present it when signing in the minor.
A Waiver of Liability form may be seen and downloaded from the club website so
the parent can sign it prior to your visit. Near the bottom of the HOME PAGE you will see
the word LIABILITY WAIVER in blue. Simple click on it and the Liability Waiver will
appear and be printable for your use.
Thom Schuett
rso@rsscaz.com
RSSC Board Meeting—Third Wednesday of Each Month in the Activity Center
ALL MEMBERS ARE INVITED !!!
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Welcome to Cowboy Fast Draw with the Rio Salado Vaquero’s !
Well the year has started out with the wheel of the wagon comin off and roll’in
down hill and we have been chas’in it ever sense. I mean it is roll’in and roll’in there has
been one gun fight after another !! There must be a shortage of candles someplace because we been use’in up that wax as fast as we can get it.
A bunch of Vaquero’s saddled up early in the year and headed for that great gun
fight’in town of all times, TOMBSTONE, AZ the town to tough to die. Gun fighters were
com’in out of the wood work, around corners and right down the middle of the street to
see who was going to be the last man/woman standing. It was a battle for sure. When it
was over they saddled up their pony’s and headed out across the desert for Winter Range
with a couple of club shoots in between.
When we all got to Winter Range (in AZ) we had a big surprise com’in. There was
a huge posse of gun fighters wait’in on every one to get there with their guns just itch’in
to let loose all that wax at them targets. The gun fight was on and what a great time it
was with a record number of gun fighters fighting it out.
Then it was saddle up them pony’s again, which they was say’in not again we
want hay and a stall. This time it was over to Californ”IA” for a big Jackpot Shoot. Now
there was some pretty fast gun fighters there for sure. We had a great time with all the
folks there just like we have any place we go. Them gun fighters are a GREAT BUNCH of
people to hang (not the rope kind) around with for sure.
Well with some of us having to replace worn out saddles and pony’s from going to
all them towns, let alone cleaning and fix’in them shoot’in irons and replace’in some. It
was now head’in to the home ranch to get some practice and rest with the biggest shoot
for Arizona com’in up fast. The 4 Corners Territorial Championship going to be a real big
one for sure. Wi’ll let ya know what happed there if I don’t get bucked off and stuck to a
cactus someplace down the trail. Hope to see ya there!!!
Those who have a twitchy hand and fingers and is ich’in to give it a try, well we
have guns, holsters and wax bullets that you can use. The only thing left is YOU !!! So
get on your pony and ride on down here, bring a partner or more it’s OK were wait’in on
ya.
The Club Shoots are held on the Second Sat. at 8:00am of each month (DURING
JUNE, JULY AND AUG.) we start sign up’s at 7:00am and start shooting right after sign
up’s are done until about 2:00pm or before. We also have a Wed. evening practice on the
4th Wed. of the month, starting about 5pm and when your bullets are gone or your arm
says hold it is when we quit or 9pm which comes first. NOW FOR BOTH THESE SHOOTS
CHECK the Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club Calendar to make sure nothing has changed
due to another activity. Wed. practice is the best time to come out and get one on one
help.
To learn more about the sport of Cowboy Fast Draw, you can visit the CFDA web
site online at www.cowboyfastdraw.com . You’ll find wagon-loads of info about the sport
from rules, events and instructions. You can also visit the Rio Salado Vaquero’s Web site
at www.riosaladovaqueros.com . If you need more you can e-mail Bart Carr aka Muletrain at muletrain2010@msn.com . Be sure to check out Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club at
www.rsscaz.com.
We’ll that’s all for now so see you down the trail and keep those shoot’in irons in
reach. “The Draw” aka Francis Carlos.
The one important thing to remember is what our Motto Says: SAFTEY FIRST,
FUN SECOND AND COMPETITION THIRD !!! ESPECIALLY SAFTEY FIRST.

Francis Carlos
CFDW@RSSCaz.com
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Chief Instructor

Desert Flower
Ladies Day at the Range
Fun was had by all! March 12th was our 2nd annual Ladies Day at the Range. Attendees
took part in a safety/basic skills briefing and then got to shoot several different pistols.
They were also able to try their skills at tactical shotgun & sporting clays shotgun. At
lunch the Desert Flower Volunteers put on a pistol and shotgun demo to show how exciting the shooting sports can be!Each attendee also received a goody bag with several sponsored surprises. Rio and HerHandgun would like to thank the following sponsors and encourage all of you to give your business to these companies who so generously support us!

Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club
Shotgun Division
Practical Pistol Division
Tuesday Night Steel Division
HerHandgun
Mouse Graphics
J Scott Durkin Photography
Bass Pro Shops

Howard Leight
Sportsman’s Warehouse
Atlanta Arms Ammunition
Gun Goddess
Pistol Parlour
NRA
Springfield Armory

If you missed it, make sure you catch us next year!!!
Sue Lile, Kip Leatham & Debbie Keehart
Debbie Keehart
Chiefinstructor@RSSCaz.com

Answer:
USA Shooting (Hall of Fame) member Matthew Dryke, Olympic Gold in 1984, two World
Championships 1983 & 1986, Pan Am Games 1983 & 1987
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Shotgun Range
Well kids, we made it through the winter. It is officially spring. Temps are up and
down but basically it is warming up and you should be prepared when you come out to
shoot. Dress appropriately, use sunscreen, big hats advised, drink water, take breaks, and
DO NOT try to pet our shoulderless critters. Be sure to stay on the trail, be mindful of
where you step, and use the provided magnets to retrieve spent shells.
Rio is a beautiful facility so please use the provided trash and recycle containers to
keep the grounds clean. Our recycling containers are for empty water bottles and cardboard shell boxes ONLY. Thanks to everyone who uses them. Rio's recycling efforts
keeps tons of items from needlessly going to the landfill.
As always, check the website and calendar to see what is going on. Their are special events from time to time on the trap field and sporting clays course so check the calendar to avoid being disappointed that your favorite venue might be busy. Rio is a very busy
and popular place and once again we are on track to throw record numbers of targets. All
employees do our best to make sure that trap machines are filled and functioning, water
is available, and that everyone is behaving in a safe and reasonable manner. If you see
something that needs our attention, please let us know.
Thanks again to all our employees, volunteers and patrons for making Rio the best
that it can be.
Your sweet lovable target setter
Jim
shotgun@rsscaz.com

Check out the website:

http://www.rsscaz.com/divisions/shotgun-range/
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The 43 Egyptian
The rolling block rifle idea was brought out in 1863 by Leonard Geiger. Remington gave Joseph Rider an engineer at Remington to improve it. By 1866 it was improved
enough that many countries adopted it in the following years. Sam Remington was in Europe demonstrating the rifles to various countries. Some ambassadors from Egypt heard
about and as a result an invitation was sent to Remington. He demonstrated the rifle to the
Khedive of Egypt an Ishmael Pasha who was the ruler. As normal, the rifle performed in a
flawless manner so an order was placed in 1870 though it took some years for Egypt to get
them due to various circumstances. Besides being trouble free, it can fire 15 rounds per
minute which at that time was rapid fire
Ammo is not available for the Egyptian but it can be custom made. I make my
own ammo which is time consuming buy why have a gun that can’t be shot unless it isn’t
safe to fire. My rifle has good rifling and I shoot it on occasion with black powder or
equivalent loads. It is just an enjoyable rifle to shoot.
The 11.43 X 50 Egyptian was brought out in 1870 making it one of the earlier rolling block rounds. The original round has a 400-grain paper patch bullet and was used until
1900 though in different rifles. It was made for Egypt from 1870 to 1876 but France obtained a shipment of them and used them in the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-1871. The
original order was for 60,000 rifles but war was brewing between France and Germany so
through some intrigue France ended up with them. France along with Remington convinced Egypt to allow France to procure them. Later on France ordered 130,000 more but
in 43 Spanish caliber. The Prussian troops were armed with the Dreyse needle guns. In
spite of the inferior weapons, the Prussians were well trained and disciplined so they made
out well. In fact they won the war in 1871. By 1875 Egypt finally started to get quantities
of the rifles which they put to good use. They were used in a lot of skirmishes with success. Egypt assisted Turkey during the Russo-Turkish war using the 43 Egyptian. The rolling blocks saw a lot of action during the Abyssinian campaigns during the late 1870’s. In
1885, the fanatical Sudanese Dervishes defeated the British under Gordon using the rolling
blocks.
It
seems
that
the 43 Egyptian was used
in a lot of
conflicts in
various countries.
It is
another great
gun with historical interest well worth owning and shooting.
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Those Who Have Left the Range
We Will Miss You

James Pane
2015
Joe Ranieri
2015
Earl Whittington
2015
Jeff Nimitz
2015
Liz Martin
2016
Steve Moran
2016
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